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together; (T, M,K;) because he creeps about

between them, and hides himself: (T :) i. q.

I)’ I’!

33?;- (M, in TA, 8ft. :flg,.)____a,g, LI)?

TA wound that flows with blood. And

Q )4 9/.’

‘.25; 33nd: +A thrust, or stab, that makes the

blood to‘flow. A deep cave, or cavern.

(K)

inf. n. of [q. v.]. (T, S, M, &c.)

See also = And see also it}, and is).

and The gourd: (M,l_{:) or round

gourd: or dry gourd: but this is said by Ibn

Hajar to be a mistake of En-Nawawee; and he

asserts it to be i. q. [q. v.]: or it is the

fruit of the OM : (TA :) n. no. of the former

with 3. (M, K.) Accord. to F [and ISd] and

several others, this is the proper art. of the former

word, the n being considered by them augmenta

tive: accord. to Z and others, its proper art. is

Us; : and some also allow its being written and

pronounced this is_ mentioned by K2 and

dye; is a dial. var. 0515;. (TA.) [See an ex.

voce 2G), in art. 729.]

3.“ 4 G r 56

us, JUN,» l» and u.» There is not in the
V V V I, .

house any one: M,*K:) Us; being from

s I’! d I e 4 "

$.94; ; i. e. 9.x; Q4 ; and it is not used in any
a Q I

but a negative phrase. (Ks, S.) [See also _ s

and

9 vi: ‘

33;; A locust while smooth and bare, before

its wings have grown. (Mentioned in the TA in

this art, but not there said'to belong to it. [See

art. gspan-[See also if)’, of which it is the

n. un.]

li~

vile, An animal that is weak, and creeps

along, or walk: slowly: fem. with 8. (TA from

a trad.)

fem. of (TA.)-[A150, as a subst.,

The musculus, or testudo ;] a machine (M,*

Mgh,‘ K, TA) made ofshins and wood, ~(TA,)

used in war,- (M, Mgh, K, TA ;) men entering

into [or beneath] it, (Mgh,TA,) it is propelled to

the lower part of a fortress, and they make a

breach therein (M, Mgh, K, TA) while within the

machine, (M, K, TA,) which dtjfends them from

what is thrown upon them from above: (TA :)

it is also called (MglL)

The walk of the long-legged ant. (M,

K.) In the T it is said that t 5.3;; signifies The

long-legged ant [itself : but this is perhaps a mis

transcription]. (TA.)

9''.’

at.“ [inf. n. of R. Q. 1, q. v.] _Any quick

motion, or pace, performed with short steps :

(M :) and any sound like that of solid hoqfis

falling upon hard ground: :) a certain

kind ofsound [like the tramp of horses, as is in

dicated ‘by an ex.]: :) or cries, shouts, noises,

or clamour: (A :) and [is its pl., and]

I) O)

signifies a sound like .3, .9“ an onomatopoaia.

(T.) ..—= [A kind of drum ,-] a thing resembling a

‘)3’: pl. (Mgh,Msb. [See also

=1lIt'lk such as is termed ‘(55, upon which

fresh is milked: or the thickest of

also = See also

milk ; as

7/‘!

up,» : see the next preceding paragraph.

(M, 1;
9 a); lie

‘plug, A drum,- syn.

I’ '0’

also Zena-l)

Very clamorous; (IAar,T,I_( ;) as also

[See

(IAar, T :) or both signify very coil,

or mischievous, and clamorous. (A2, in TA, art.

ipad-And A bulky, or corpulent, man. (K)

054 0»

2313 [originally a fem. part. n.], for 3.)!) U45,

(M,) [or the 3 is added (‘j-£1), i. e. for the pur

pose of transferring the wbrd’from the category

of epithets to that of substs.,] Anything that

walks [or creeps or crawls] upon the earth; as

also I : : see ii; :) an animal that walks

or creeps or crawls (M, A,K;) discri

minating and not discriminating: any

animal upon the earth : (Msb :) it is said in the

010 a we 0 i a I 1

fl» ' lab 05 til.‘ em
0 —’o1ekf? ‘a’ 1 a?

a!’ )l"

Kur [xxiv. 44],”

‘I, ‘I 0!

£3? at; [And God hath

created every his of water (meaning of the

seminal fluid) ; and ofthem is he that goeth upon

his belly, and of them is he that goeth upon two

legs, and of them is he that goeth upon four]:

here, as 1;!) applies to a rational and an irra

tional creature, the expression Ms’ is used; for

which, if it applied only to an irrational creature,

‘a, is.’

W or would be used: moreover, the ex

pression vii-.5 w is used, though in; applies

originally to an irrational creature, [or rather a

beast, and a reptile,] because the different classes

of beings are spoken of collectively: (M :) and

this passage of the Kur refutes the assertion of

him who excludes the bird from the significations

of this word: (Msb:) in the last verse but one

of ch. xxxv. of the Kur, it is said to relate to

mankind and the jinn (or genii) and every ra

tional being; or to have a general signification:

(M :) its predominant signification is a beast that

is ridden : (S, M, A,_K:) especially a beast of

the equine kind; i. e. a horse, a mule, and an

ass: (Kull:) or particularly a [meaning

hackney, or horse for ordinary use and for

journeying: (M :) but as particularly applied,

when used absolutely, to a horse and a mule, it is

an adventitious conventional term‘: (Msb :) it is

applied to a male and a female: (M, A, Msb,

K 2) and is properly an epithet: (M :) pl.(Msb, TA.) The dim. [signifying Any small

animal that walks or creeps or crawls upon the

earth, a small beast, a small reptile or creeping

thing, a creeping insect, and any insect, and also

a mollusk, a shell-fish (as in an instance cited voce

,4 r a lib’:

an.“ in 1111.)”) and the like,] is t 1,5,, (Zj,

T, Msb,) in which the L; is quiescent, but pro

nounced with JAZZ] [i. e. a slight approximation

to the sound of kesr], as it is in every similar

case, in a dim. n., when followed .by a doubled

letter: (Zj,T :) and I also has been heard,

with the [5 changed into \, anomalously. (Msb ;

and L in art M, on the authority of ISd.)_

U635)" if»; [The Beast of the Earth] is an ap

pellation ofone of the signs of the time of the

resurrection: (S, M,K:) or the first of those

signs. (I_(.) It is said to be a beast sixty cubits

in length, or height, with legs, and with fur

()5), and to be diverse in form, resembling a

number of different animals. (TA.) It will come

forth in Tibameh, or between Es-Safh and El

Marweh, (M,) or at Mekkeh, from Jebel Es

Safi‘t, which will rend open for its egress, during

one of the nights when people are going to

Mine; or from the district of Et-Taif; (I_(;) or

from three places, three several times. (M,

It will make, upon the face of the unbeliever, a

black mark; and upon the face of the believer, a

white mark: the unbeliever’s mark will spread

until his whole face becomes black; and the

believer’s, until his whole face becomes white:

then they will assemble at the table, and the

believer will be known from the unbeliever.

(M.) It is also said that it will have with it the

rod of Moses and the seal of Solomon: with the

‘former it will strike the believer; and with the

latter it will stamp the face of the unbeliever, im

pressing upon it “ This is an unbeliever.”

.._See also9 1|’ 0 J’

‘9”’: see *9”.

:5":

‘i’ >1 a

350,’) dims. of 331,, q. v.

‘at’: i

Having down (K, TA) upon the face:

(TA :) or having much hair: (M,I_(:) and

having much [or fur]: (M :) it is applied to

a man: (M :) and to a camel, (M,K,) in the

second of these senses, (K, TA,) or in the third

sense, or as meaning having much fur upon the

face; (TA ;) or i. q. (M :) and occurs

in a trad. written (M,I_(,) to assimilate it

in measure to a preceding word, namely, 923;:

(M :) the fem. is 11;; with which is syn.;

(M,I_§;) signifying a woman having hair upon

her j’ace : (TA :) or having much hair upon the

[or part above the temple]. (M, TA.)

5 4 8 . a

.3.» and my... The track, or course, of a

terieiit, (s, M,1_{,") and of ants: ($,K.2) pl.

’ 155' a’: 1,

(TA.) One says, ofa sword, 6L5’! a!

JLLJI and [It has diversified

wavy marks like the track of ants and the tracks

of little ants]. (TA.) The subst. is with kesr;

and the inf. n., with fet-h; accord. to a rule con

stantly obtaining, (S," K,‘ TA,) except in some

anomalous instances, (TA,) when the verb is of the

measure (s, 1;, TA) or (TA,) and its

aor. is of the measure (S, 1;, TA.) [Here

it should be observed thata L9,», given as the

3 ~ ,,

explanation of qua and .3.» in the K, is both

an inf. n. and a n. of place and of time: but J

clearly explains both-these words as above; and

F seems, in the K, to assign to them both the

same signification]

‘5'' III

is.» up)! A land abounding with 1;; [or

bears]. (T, S, M!)

ii’) .12’)

are», like ,2“, (TA,) or (so in a




